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Abstract 
 We analyzed initial waves of the 2010 Bonin Island tsunami which was recorded at tide stations in Japan. After reducing tidal 
level from the record we identified the initial wave and determined the arrival time, polarity, double amplitude and period. The 
amplitude, normalized at 1000 km in the epicentral distance in the assumption of geometrical spreading, was plotted to the 
period relative to dominant period of seiche. The resonance curve represents itself having the maximum at 1.4. Thus it is 
concluded that the initial wave follows a law of resonance. It suggests that the initial wave is amplified by the background 
oscillation. 
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Fig. 1  Map of epicenter (cross) and tide stations used here. The number of 
tide station is the same as Table 1. Solid circle and open one in the tide 




















Fig. 2? Sea levels recording tsunami observed at tide stations. Arrows 
indicate tsunami arrivals. Earthquake origin time is shown as EQ. 
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Fig. 3 Tide reduced sea levels shown for Choshi (top) and Murotomisaki 
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Fig. 5 Distribution of initial amplitude for the epicentral distance (top) and 
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Fig. 7  Correlation relation of wave period between initial phase (abscissa) 
and seich (ordinate) (top) and resonance curve of tsunami initial phase 
(bottom). Abscissa represents period of initial phase relative to dominant 
period of seiche and ordinate represents double amplitude of initial phase 
normalized to that of 1000 km. Error bar corresponds to 10 minutes caused 










































Nakamura,K. and H.Watanabe, Tsunami forerunner observed 
in case of the Chile Tsunami of 1960, 
In:Takahashi R.(Ed.), The Chilean Tsunami of 
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No? tide station? delta ? azimuth? travel time ?  ini. period? polarity?  ini. ampl? seich?
? ? ? ? km? deg? min? min? ? ? m? min?
1? Hanasaki? 1828? 5? 150? 25? down? 0.081? 33?
2? Kushiro? 1786? 2? 260? 50? down? 0.104? 44?
3? Hachinohe? 1528? -7? 200? 65? down? 0.16? 40?
4? Ayukawa? 1283? -9? 120? 35? up? 0.121? 23?
5? Soma? 1242? -11? 210? 35? down? 0.132? 14?
6? Onahama? 1146? -13? 155? 45? down? 0.25? 32?
7? Choshi? 1018? -15? 235? 25? down? 0.08? 44?
8? Katsuura? 973? -19? 230? 15? down? 0.044? 15?
9? Mera? 965? -22? 145? 30? up? 0.094? 21?
10? Kozu? 923? -27? 145? 25? up? 0.157? ? ?
11? Ako? 894? -26? 120? 30? down? 0.116? 7?
12? Hachijo? 789? -28? 75? 20? down? 0.098? ? ?
13? Chichi? 155? -82? 20? 20? down? 0.19? 17?
14? Chiba? 1024? -19? 240? 110? down? 0.055? 18?
15? Tokyo? 1042? -20? 210? 70? down? 0.064? 69?
16? Yokohama? 1026? -21? 190? 60? down? 0.061? ? ?
17? Yokosuka? 1009? -22? 175? 25? down? 0.038? 95?
18? Kushimoto? 1058? -44? 110? 20? up? 0.148? 22?
19? Muroto? 1159? -50? 115? 30? up? 0.041? 8.2?
20? Tosashimizu? 1225? -55? 150? 25? down? 0.11? 21?
21? Hosojima? 1316? -59? 130? 25? down? 0.058? 17?
22? Nakanoshima? 1395? -69? 175? 15? up? 0.132? ? ?
23? Okinawa? 1583? -89? 200? 20? down? 0.022? ? ?
 
Table 1. List of tide station and the record. Number of tide station corresponds to that of Figure 1. In the figure delta :  
epicentral distance, ini period:period of initial wave, polarity:polarity of initial wave, ini.ampl: amplitude of initial wave, 
seiche: dominant periods of seiche observed by Abe (2011a,2011b). 
 
